
Responding to frequent requests 
for more medicine cabinet storage, 
STRASSER introduces two new collections 
designed to coordinate with the 
company’s meticulously crafted luxury 
bath vanities. Users can opt for a 
handcrafted, solid wood cabinet or 
the more hi-tech look of an aluminum 
medicine cabinet with LED lights. With 
demand for medicine cabinets rising 
in every segment of the industry from 
residential to hospitality, the two new 
styles give users more choices for 
organizing toiletries and other items 
typically stored in the bathroom.

“Medicine cabinets really are the 
perfect bath storage solution for 
everything from medications to 

moisturizers,” says Peter Ollestad, vice president of sales for STRASSER. 
“They keep everything at eye-level for easy organization with a clean 
look. Plus, our cabinets with LED lighting help with hair, make-up, and 
shaving routines, making mornings much easier.”

Made in the USA like all STRASSER products, the solid wood medicine 
cabinets offer a choice of four sizes (20", 24", 30", and 36") with each 
size offering its own confi guration of exposed “open” shelving. Mirrors 
are featured both on the inside and outside of the cabinet, and interior 
shelves are made of glass. Available in all 17 STRASSER fi nishes, the 
versatile wood cabinets are designed to beautifully coordinate with 
any STRASSER bath vanity collection, from traditional to contemporary.

The aluminum cabinet series with LED lighting comes in two sizes, 24" 
and 36". Featuring mirrors on both sides of the door as well as inside the 
back of the cabinet unit, the aluminum cabinet offers both electrical 
and USB outlets, ideal for charging your toothbrush, razor, or even your 
smart phone. LED lighting is included on both sides of cabinet door, 
which makes it easier to perform detailed tasks like applying make-up 
or shaving.

Prices for STRASSER medicine cabinets start at $900 for the 20" solid 
wood medicine cabinet. Made in the USA with the utmost attention 
to quality, STRASSER sources plywood and hardwoods from the United 
States and Canada.
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